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Abstract

In this short treatise, originally written in English, German naturalist and traveler Johann Reinhold
Forster (1729–1798) describes how to collect, preserve, and store natural objects from far-flung
regions of the world during long-distance voyages. The collection and preservation of natural
specimens during voyages was a central concern of eighteenth-century natural historians.
Representative of mid-eighteenth century taxidermic literature, Forster’s catalogue describes
naturalists’ efforts to forestall the decay of laboriously collected specimens.

Source

Short Directions for Lovers and Promoters of Natural History
In what manner Specimens of all Kinds may be collected, preserved, and transported to
distant Countries.

I. All Quadrupeds of a great bulk must be skinned as soon as possible after death; the tail, claws, teeth, horns, ears,
bristles on the nose and chin, are carefully to be preserved; the hair of the fur as little stained with blood as
possible; the opening is to be as small as it can conveniently be without hindering the operation; the inside of the
skin may then be washed or brushed over with a liquor, made of an ounce of Sal Ammoniac, dissolved in a quart of
water, in which afterwards two ounces of corrosive sublimate Mercury must be put: or four ounces of Arsenic may
be boiled in two quarts, or two quarts and a half of water, till all or the greater part of it be dissolved, and the liquor
may serve for the same purpose to wash the inside of the skin: then the whole cavity must be stuffed with oakhum
or tow, likewise imbibed with the above liquor, afterwards dried and mixed with a powder of four parts of
Tobacco-sand, four parts of pounded black Pepper, one part of burnt Alum, and one part of corrosive Sublimate or
Arsenic: lastly, the whole is to be sewed with a thread dipt in the above liquor, and the skin thus stuffed must be
gently dried, and a day after put into an oven, whose heat must be so gentle, that a hair, or a feather put for trial’s
sake into it, will not crisp, or curl, or bend; and thus it will be perfectly dried: the eyes may be filled up with putty,
which, when dry, will look like the white part of an eye, and will bear painting, to express with oil-colours the iris
and pupil of the natural eye of the animal in question. The whole animal must be put into a box, filled with tow or
moss, or oakum steeped in the above liquor, and perfectly dried. The box must be brushed over on both sides with
the above liquor, and dried; and the crevices shut up with pieces of paper pasted over; the paste must be made
either with the arsenical liquor, or that made with corrosive sublimate instead of common water; and I can assure
these precautions, though cheap and simple, will keep the animal in the best preservation on the longest voyages,
and for many years in a collection. This way of preparing and securing the boxes for sending specimens abroad,
the prepared oakum or tow, the powder and liquor mentioned above, are always to be understood when I
afterwards speak of prepared boxes, prepared tow, moss, or oakum, and preparing powder or liquor.

II. Small Quadrupeds may be plunged into a keg of brandy, rack or rum, and thus sent over: observe however to
put them first into the coarser kind of spirits; and after they have been therein for a while, and parted with some
impurities, you must put them into another vessel with new clean rum or brandy, into which some alum may be
put; and they will keep thus better, and be less subject to change or decay.

III. Birds must be opened at the vent, their entrails, lungs, and craws taken out, washed with the above preparing



 

liquor, strewed with the preparing powder, stuffed with the prepared oakum or tow; their plumage kept clean
during the operation, sewed up with thread steeped in the preparing liquor; the eyes taken out, with the tongue,
and both places washed with the same liquor; the mouth must be filled with prepared tow in great birds; the eyes
filled up with putty, and, when dry, painted with oil-colour after the natural colour of live birds of the same
species, and then dried in an oven: however, as there is all the meat on the bird left, care must be taken not to take
too plump or too fat birds, and dry them slowly under the same precaution as mentioned in N⁰ I. The operation
must be repeated till the bird be perfectly dry. The attitude may be given to the bird before he be put into the
oven, by wires that are sharp on one end, and thrusted through the bird’s legs, body, breast, and neck, and others
going through the wings and body. Small birds are likewise well preserved in brandy, rack, or rum; and when
arrived at the place of their destination, they must be washed and sweetened in fresh water for several times, and
lastly dipped in the preparing liquor, the plumage laid in order, the attitude given to the bird by wires, and the
dried. Care must be taken to kill the birds with shot proportioned to their size, and at a reasonable distance, that
the specimen may not be mangled and torn. Young birds which have not yet moulted, must not be taken, but old
birds in full feather, and, if possible, a specimen of each sex; for the sexes often vary very much in size, feather, and
colour. The nest of birds and their eggs would likewise contribute towards perfecting the history of this branch of
zoology.

IV. All kinds of Reptiles, as snakes, lizards, and frogs, and small tortoises, must be put into brandy or rum with
alum in it: observe not to take such snakes or lizards as have accidentally lost their tails: the scales of these animals
must be carefully preserved.

V. Fifth of all denominations will likewise bear sending in bottles or kegs with brandy or rum. The fins, and tails of
the fish, their scales, and in some kinds, the beards, or other small characteristic appendages, must not be rubbed,
torn, or destroyed.

VI. Insects may be caught in a pair of forceps covered with fine green or white gauze, which for better security may
be sewed over either with silk or thread. The collector must have a pincushion, with three or four different sizes of
pins, calculated for the different sizes of the insects; one or two chip-boxes lined on top and bottom with cork, all
steeped in the preparing liquor; one or more larger store-boxes at home to put therein the insects caught in the
various excursions; a large Muscheto gauze-net made in the shape of a bat fowling-net, which is to be got ready
made in London; and a thread net with small meshes on a round wire hoop fixed to a long pole, in order thus to
catch insects that live in water. With these instruments all insects may easily be caught. The beetles must have the
pin run through one of their wing-shells; the half-winged insects through the thorax, and so likewise must be done
to butterflies, hawk-moths, and moths, to the insects with four and two membranaceous wings, and some of the
insects without wings. As the papilionaceous insects very frequently beat their wings, and thus rub off the fine
scales covering them, it is necessary to give these creatures, when in the forceps or net, a gentle squeeze at the
insertion of the wings in the body, and to put them, when returned home from an excursion, on a large
pincushion, by which means they will be enabled to rest their feet on, and this will prevent their fluttering. Beetles,
and many of the half-winged insects, may be dipped in the preparing liquor, which will kill and put them soon out
of pain and prevent small insects from destroying them. The greater part of beetles may with as great propriety be
plunged into a bottle, with rum or rack, and thus sent over. This can likewise be done with all marine insects, small
crabs, millipedes, centipedes, spiders, gally-worms, scorpions, &c. and many curious grubs or caterpillars, which
are the first state which beetles and butterflies, moths, &c. live in. To each insect, not in spirits, put a small paper,
on which is marked the time of the year it is caught in, the plant or food it lives upon, its changes, and what
animals feast again upon the insect, and other such particularities.



 

VII. The shells, both those found in fresh water-lakes, ponds, and rivers, and those that live only in the ocean, must
not be chosen among those that lie on the shores of the sea and fresh waters, and have been broken and injured,
or rolled by the waves and exposed to the air and sun and thus calcined; but rather as fresh as possible, and with
the animal in it; one or two specimens of which may be preserved in Spirits: from the rest extract the animal, and
keep the shell, when perfectly dry and sweet, packed up in cotton, tow, or moss. The same is to be done with the
echini or sea-eggs, and other crustaceous animals; especially be careful to preserve their curious spines.

VIII. The harder and stone-like animal productions of the sea, comprehended under the names of Madrepores,
Millepores, Cellepores, Corals, and Gorgonias, are either without its inhabitants, and then they want no other care
but a good packing in cotton or tow; or the animal is still alive, and then it would be necessary to put the specimen
in a flat vessel filled with Sea-water, and to watch the moment when the animal puts out its arms or branches, and
then to pour instantly a good quantity of strong spirit into the water, so that the acid of the liquor may prevent the
animal from drawing in its branches or arms: after this, the animal may be put into another glass, with new rum
poured on it; the glass must be well corked, and covered with putty and a bladder. All the alcyoniums, spunges,
hornwracks, pipe-corals, coralines, sea-feathers, and other curious zoophytes, must be treated in the same
manner; as this would be a means to acquaint us with the various inhabitants of this curious tribe of marine
productions.

IX. The various worm-like animals comprehended under the name of Mollusca, may be best preserved in rum or
brandy: only observe to pour the rum on them, when they are putting out their arms, eyes, horns, tentacula, and
other parts of their frame.

X. To the quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fish, and in general to all the specimens, must be fixed lead tickets by means
of a wire, and a number on the lead scratched in; which must be referred to, in a paper, where under the same
number the collector would be pleased to write the name by which the animal goes in his country, or among the
various tribes of Indian nations, with the food, age, growth, nature, manners, haunts, how many young or eggs it
brings forth, in what manner it is caught, what it is used for, &c. &c.

XI. The vegetable world affords such an immense variety of productions of so great and varied uses for the various
purposes and wants of human society; that it would be rather blameable in men to be indolent in respect to them.
Old England can justly glory in being possessed of the greatest variety of plants of all kinds; but even these glorious
and spirited efforts in this branch of knowledge are not yet sufficient to make us acquainted with all the
productions of the vegetable kingdom, and their various uses. Besides this, their cultivation at large is often
impossible in our cold climate, and reserved for a more mild and happy one, beyond the Atlantic: nothing is
therefore more necessary than to facilitate the transportation of feeds and plants into distant countries in a state
of vegetation. The ingenious and great promoter of natural history, John Ellis, Esq; has favoured the world with a
curious pamphlet, containing the best directions for that purpose; it would be therefore superfluous to repeat
what he has already said, were it not necessary to make my performance more compleat, by inserting a few hints
abstracted from his useful publication; and adding to it some remarks of my own.

Seeds of all kinds, intended to be sent abroad, must be collected perfectly ripe in dry weather, and kept dry
without exposing them to sunshine. Hard nuts, and leguminous seeds, may be plunged for a moment in the
preparing liquor and then dried again, as this would prevent insects from attacking them. In general must the
seeds be previously examined, and care taken that no insects may be sent with them; this can sometimes be
discovered by the naked eye, sometimes by a magnifying glass, and by a little brown or black spot on the outside of
the seed; such ripe and chosen seeds, if of a good size, each of them may be wrapped in a flat piece of bees-wax; if



 

small or quite minute, many may be put together in such a piece of bees-wax, or, what is still better, in a piece of
cerate paper, i. e. paper steeped in melted bees-wax, and all these parcels must be put in a pot or box,
proportionate to the quantity of seeds you have, filled with melted wax, to the height of about the size of the seeds
you are to send, or the parcels you have made; and when the wax is pretty cool, but still soft, lay your seeds or
parcels in rows in the soft wax, and then fill again some melted wax in, and proceed to lay seeds in the same
manner till your pot or box be full. Pulpy seeds, as those of strawberries, mulberries, arbutus’s, may be squeezed
together, pressing out the watery particles, drying these small cakes, and then putting them in the
abovementioned cerate paper. Or small seeds mixed with dry sand, and put in cerate paper, packed in
proportionate glasses, and covered with a bladder or leather, and all such glasses again packed in a vessel, filled
with a mixture, consisting of half culinary salt, the other half of two parts of saltpeter, and one part of sal
ammoniac, will keep the seeds cool, and preserve their vegetative power.

Plants or shrubs that are to be transported, must be taken out with a lump of foil covering the roots, which must
be wrapped in wet moss, surrounded with paper or a Russian bast-mat and packthread; plants thus packed may be
put in a chest or box upon a layer of three inches deep wet moss in close rows, filling up all vacancies with moss.
Some holes or slips in the lid of the box, covered with bast-mats or sail-cloths, will give them air, and a direction
must be fixed on top, to keep the lid uppermost, and the box in an open but shady airy place, out of the spray of
the sea: the same caution, in regard to air and sea, must be taken with the boxes containing seeds.

XII. Minerals, fossils, and petrefactions of all kinds, ought to be wrapt separately in papers, and the whole
collection packed in hay, tow, hemp, or cotton, in a box, so that none of the specimens may touch or rub one
another when the box is transported by land-carriage, or shaken by the rolling of the sea. Clays, earths, sands, and
salts, are best preserved in glasses, or little glazed gally-pots covered with a bladder. Mineral waters may be safely
filled in glass bottles, immediately after corked up and pitched, or covered with putty round the cork.

XIII. Though antiquities are no ways in connection with Natural History, it will however, be very acceptable, if the
curious of North America will collect and communicate to their friends in Great Britain, all the inscriptions, arms,
vases, utensils, idols, and other things, found in that continent, capable of throwing a light on the history and
antiquities of its first inhabitants.
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